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Context
Ofgem’s principal objective is to protect the interests of present and future
consumers.1 In accordance with this objective, we want to ensure that liquidity in the
GB wholesale power market is sufficient to underpin well-functioning, competitive
generation and supply markets.
Under the Third Package2, Ofgem also has a duty to promote integrated European
energy markets. Our view is that improvements to the wholesale power market will
support this objective.
The associated decision notice sets out the final licence text which we are introducing
to improve liquidity in wholesale electricity markets. This document provides
guidance to be read in conjunction with Special Condition AA of the electricity
generation licence.

Associated documents
The decision notice and decision letter published alongside this guidance can be
found at the following page:
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/wholesale-power-marketliquidity-decision-letter
Wholesale power market liquidity: statutory consultation on the 'Secure and
Promote' licence condition
www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2013/11/wholesale_power_market_li
quidity_statutory_consultation_on_the_secure_and_promote_licence_condition.p
df
Wholesale power market liquidity: statutory consultation on the 'Secure and
Promote' licence condition - Impact Assessment
www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2013/11/impact_assessment__wholesale_power_market_liquidity_statutory_consultation_on_the_secure_and_
promote_licence_condition.pdf

1

This includes the interests of consumers in the fulfilment by Ofgem, when carrying out its
functions as designated regulatory authority for Great Britain, of the objectives set out in
Article 40(a) to (h) of the Gas Directive and Article 36(a) to (h) of the Electricity Directive.
2
The term “Third Package” refers to Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 13 July 2009 (Gas Directive) and Directive 2009/72/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 (Gas Directive) and Directive 2009/72/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 (Electricity Directive), concerning
common rules for the internal market in natural gas and electricity respectively.
2
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Executive Summary
This document contains guidance on Special Condition AA of the electricity
generation licence which is active in the licences of certain parties. In November
2013 we published a statutory consultation document, which set out our rationale for
introducing this special condition and provided an overview of the policy framework
that it is intended to implement.
The guidance in this document accompanies Special Condition AA of the electricity
generation licence. The full text of the special condition can be viewed on Ofgem’s
website. It is published on Ofgem’s Electronic Public Register. The parties that
Special Condition AA applies to are set out in Schedule 1 of the decision notice
published alongside this guidance document.
This guidance document provides guidance on:
the circumstances under which we would consider inserting, removing or
partially removing the obligations of the licence condition from individual
licensees;
the interpretation of Schedules A, B and C of the licence condition; and
the process for applying to become an “Eligible Supplier” under the Supplier
Market Access rules.
It also provides templates for a Credit Transparency Form and reporting obligations
under Schedule C in Appendixes 1 – 4.
This guidance document may be updated from time to time. However, we will always
consult with stakeholders before finalising any changes to it. This will be through
Ofgem’s normal consultation process.
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1. Secure and Promote: overall legal
structure
Purpose of licence condition
1.1. The purpose of special condition AA is to improve the liquidity of the wholesale
electricity market by:
Improving the availability of products that support hedging; and
Enabling robust reference prices to form along the curve.
1.2. A liquid wholesale electricity market is important as it supports competition in
the generation and supply markets, ensuring that they work in the best interests of
consumers.

Structure of Secure and Promote
1.3. Our ‘Secure and Promote’ (S&P) policy is being introduced through a special
condition, inserted into all generation licences held by certain company groups. For
the avoidance of doubt, the obligation only needs to be met once by each group.
The initial list of S&P licensees is set out in the Decision Notice published alongside
this document.3
1.4. The detail of the obligation is set out in three schedules to the licence
condition:
Schedule A – for the Supplier Market Access (SMA) rules;
Schedule B – for the Market Making obligation; and
Schedule C – for the reporting requirements on the S&P licensees.

3

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/wholesale-power-market-liquiditydecision-letter
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1.5. For the avoidance of doubt, S&P only places obligations on the S&P licensees
in relation to the requirements set out in these Schedules. It does not, and is not
intended to, restrict their other trading activities.4
1.6. Certain licensees will have all three schedules switched on (by way of a
direction from the Authority) in their licences. Others will have only Schedules A and
C switched on. This distinction is provided for in paragraph AA.3 of the licence
condition:
For the two company groups subject only to Schedules A and C, a direction
will be issued that paragraph AA.3 will apply in their licences. This direction
will mean that they will not have to comply with Schedule B.
For the six company groups subject to all three Schedules, no direction will be
issued in relation to paragraph AA.3.
1.7. Any modifications to any part of the licence condition (including the
Schedules) would follow the standard statutory process, including consultation
phases and opportunities for appeal.
Definitions
1.8.

As set out in Special Condition AA, paragraph AA.6:
“Business Day”

means a Business Day as defined in the Balancing and
Settlement Code.

1.9. For reference, this definition can be found currently in Section X, Annex X-1 of
the Balancing and Settlement Code.5

4

For example, it is not intended to prevent a small supplier and a S&P licensee from agreeing
terms outside the SMA rules.
5
This refers to version 57.0 of this annex, effective 30 December 2013. This is available
through the Elexon website: www.elexon.co.uk/bsc-related-documents/balancing-settlementcode/bsc-sections/
7
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Removing this licence condition or adding it to new licences
1.10. We will review the list of licensees subject to Secure and Promote on an
ongoing basis to ensure that it remains appropriate. Any decision to remove, or add,
Schedules A, B or C of the licence condition will be based on a combination of the
following, non-exhaustive, list of factors:
i.

Any significant and sustained changes in the generation market share or
generation output of a company group, taking into account its relative
market share and overall size.

ii.

An indication that an existing S&P licensee will face disproportionate
costs and risks in continuing to meet the licence condition, or that a
potential new S&P licensee could meet the costs and risks
proportionately.

iii.

The sustained successful achievement of the objectives of this licence
condition.

1.11. Factor i) is intended to reflect circumstances where there is a significant and
sustained change in the size of a generation business – for example, as a result of
divestment or closure of plant, or acquisition of new plant. We will not necessarily
remove or extend the obligation where a licensee experiences gradual changes in
their size or market share. However, sustained changes (for example changes that
continue for more than one year) may justify a review.
1.12. Factor ii) reflects the ability of the licensee to meet the costs and risks of the
obligation. It is our view that the initial set of licensees who are subject to S&P are
better placed to meet the requirements of the licence condition at proportionate cost
and risk than other market participants. If over time we consider that this has
changed, for example as a result of changes to the licensee’s business, or wider
regulatory change, we may reconsider which parties are best placed to meet the S&P
licence condition.
1.13. Factor iii) reflects our intention to keep under review the effectiveness of the
licence condition meeting our liquidity objectives (set out in paragraph 1.24 below).
We may make changes to the list of relevant licensees if we consider these changes
would allow us to meet our objectives more effectively or at a lower cost.
1.14. In addition to the above, when considering whether to remove, or add,
Schedule B of the licence condition, we will also consider the following factor:
iv.

8

Any significant and sustained changes in the domestic supply market
share or volume supplied of a party, taking into account its relative
domestic market share and overall size.
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1.15. Factor iv) is intended to reflect circumstances where there is a significant and
sustained change in the size of a domestic supply business. The overall size of the
generation and supply businesses will also be considered. We will also consider a
firm’s market share in the non-domestic market when deciding whether to
remove/extend the obligation, although this will not be a key factor in our decision. A
firm without a domestic supply business would not normally be subject to Schedule
B. We will not necessarily remove or extend the obligation where a licensee
experiences gradual changes in its size or market share. However, sustained changes
(for example changes that continue for over a year), may justify a review.
1.16. Taken together, factors i) and iv) are intended to reflect circumstances where
there is a fundamental change in the structure of a business, which may impact upon
the ability of a licensee to meet the requirements of schedule B.
Outline of process for removing licence condition
1.17. Any S&P licensee that considers that it should have all, or part of the
obligation lifted may apply to the Authority in writing to request a review. We would
expect supporting evidence to be provided.
1.18. Figure 1 below provides an indication of the process we expect to follow when
deciding whether the licence condition should be removed for a particular company
group. It is worth highlighting the importance of the initial consideration stage – we
would only move to a full review if presented with clear evidence that this was
justifiable.
Figure 1 – Outline of process for removing licence condition
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Application to new company groups
1.19. The Authority will follow the usual statutory consultation process if seeking to
introduce this licence condition for other parties, as outlined in figure 2, below.
Figure 2 – Application to new company groups

Transfer of licences
1.20. Secure and Promote is intended to reflect the characteristics of company
groups and being subject to the obligation is based on assessments of company
groups. On that basis, where an S&P licensee sells a specific asset6 including the
associated generation licence with an S&P licence condition to a non-S&P licensee,
we will disapply the S&P licence condition through a direction from the Authority.7 In
straightforward cases, this process should be relatively quick.

6

This does not apply where a whole business group, or the majority of its assets and
associated licence(s), changes ownership. In such cases the obligation would normally remain
in the licence(s) and transfer to the new owner.
7
In very exceptional circumstances we reserve the right to consider whether to retain the
licence condition.
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Figure 3 – Sale of an asset (with attached licence) to a non-S&P licensee

1.21. The same principle also applies between the different categories of S&P
licensee: in circumstances where an S&P licensee subject to Schedule B transfers a
licence to a licensee subject solely to Schedules A and C, Schedule B will normally be
disapplied for the party acquiring the licence.
1.22. This principle will also be applied when an S&P licensee (or an affiliate) is
granted a new generation licence. The S&P licence condition (with the appropriate
Schedules for that company group) will normally be inserted into the licence.
1.23. The exception to this principle is where the divestment of a licence and its
associated assets significantly reduces the market share of a firm. If, in such
circumstances, the firm considers it should have its obligations lifted, it should apply
to the Authority for a review via the process set out in figure 1 above.

Success criteria for this licence condition
1.24. Secure and Promote aims to improve liquidity and meet our three objectives
for a well functioning wholesale electricity market:
Availability of products which support hedging
Robust reference prices along the curve
Effective near-term markets
1.25. It is difficult to set simple quantitative targets for improvements to liquidity –
there is no one answer to what level of liquidity is sufficient. To measure the success
of S&P we will monitor a range of indicators in order to build a clear picture of the
progress of the market and the contribution of S&P to liquidity. This will include
metrics generated from our ongoing market monitoring activities, information
11
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received from S&P licensees in their quarterly reports 8, and qualitative feedback from
market participants on the success of S&P and conditions in the wholesale market.
1.26. If our assessment of the market suggests that our liquidity objectives could be
met while removing all, or part, of the licence condition from one or more licensees,
we will consider doing so. Note, however, that we intend to leave the licence
condition in place for a significant period (at least three years) before making
fundamental changes.

Our Enforcement Guidelines
1.27. We will follow our usual processes and policies with regard to the enforcement
of this licence condition, as set out in our Enforcement Guidelines on Complaints and
Investigations (Enforcement Guidelines)9. We will consider the facts and
circumstances of each particular case but some factors make an investigation more
likely. Chapter 3 of our Enforcement Guidelines sets out the criteria for opening an
investigation. The first category considers whether we have the power to take action
and are best placed to act. The second category considers whether such a case is a
priority matter, due to its apparent seriousness and impact or potential impact on
consumers. This category includes assessing a range of factors including (amongst
other things) the harm or potential harm to consumers or competition, whether the
alleged breach is ongoing, whether it is a widespread matter and the effect (including
the deterrent effect) of enforcement action.
1.28. The Authority has a range of enforcement powers, including the power to
impose financial penalties and consumer redress orders 10.
1.29. The Authority’s Statement of Policy with respect to Financial Penalties 11 sets
out the general criteria that the Authority will consider when deciding whether to
impose a financial penalty. The Authority will take full account of the particular facts
and circumstances of the contravention under consideration. One of the factors that
would tend to make the imposition of a penalty more likely is that the relevant
contravention or failure has damaged the interests of consumers or other market
participants. On the other hand, factors tending to make the imposition of a financial
penalty less likely include if the contravention is trivial or if the breach or possibility
of a breach would not have been apparent to a diligent licensee. The amount of any
penalty must be reasonable in all the circumstances of the case. The policy also sets
out a range of factors the Authority will consider in determining the general level of
any penalty.

8

We would only publish aggregated information from quarterly reports.
Ofgem (2012), Enforcement Guidelines on Complaints and Investigations.
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/37567/enforcement-guidelines-2012.pdf
10
In respect of breaches occurring after February 2014.
11
Ofgem (2003), Statement of policy with respect to financial penalties.
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/74207/utilities-act-statement-policy-respectfinancial-penalties.pdf
9
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1.30. Both the Enforcement Guidelines and the Statement of Policy with respect to
Financial Penalties are currently subject to review in the context of our Enforcement
Review project. Any changes to these documents as a result of the Enforcement
Review would also be relevant for our enforcement of special condition AA. We will
be consulting on our consumer redress policy statement.
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2. Supplier Market Access rules
Chapter Summary
We provide guidance on the Supplier Market Access rules, which are set out in
Schedule A of Special Condition AA.

2.1. This chapter relates to Schedule A of the Secure and Promote licence
condition. Except where stated, all references are to this Schedule.

Scope
2.2.

As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 17(2):
The holder of an electricity supply licence is an “Eligible Supplier” where the
holder is included in the prevailing list of eligible suppliers published by the
Authority for the purposes of this condition.

2.3. We will maintain a list of Eligible Suppliers12, which we will publish on our
website. This is intended to give clarity on which firms are eligible for treatment
under the SMA rules. Licensees are only required to comply with the SMA rules when
dealing with firms on this list. However, they are encouraged to follow the best
practice set out in the SMA rules with all counterparties in the market. The list of
Eligible Suppliers will be monitored and updated monthly to ensure that it is up-todate.

Request for trading agreements
2.4. Below we provide some clarity on the application of specific elements of the
‘request for trading agreements’ requirements.

12

The process for becoming an Eligible Supplier, and the qualifying thresholds, are set out in
Chapter 5.
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Acknowledging receipt
2.5.

As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 2:
The licensee must acknowledge receipt of a written request for a Trading
Agreement (a Request) from an Eligible Supplier within 2 Business Days
after receipt.

2.6.

We are not specifying the form that this initial acknowledgement must take.

Complete trading requests
2.7.

As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 3:
The licensee must send a written response to the Eligible Supplier within 20
Business Days of receipt of a Request. Where a Request is incomplete, the
licensee must specify what information is required for the purposes of
completing the Request. The number of Business Days taken by the Eligible
Supplier to complete an incomplete Request will not count towards the 20
Business Day limit.

2.8. A complete trading request is one which includes all the pieces of information
that the licensee has specified are needed from the Eligible Supplier to allow the
licensee to make an offer13. If some of this information is missing then the trading
request is incomplete and the licensee should inform the Eligible Supplier what is
missing. Time that is spent waiting on the Eligible Supplier to provide any missing
information will not count towards the 20 Business Days that the S&P licensee has to
send a written response.
2.9. We are aware that S&P licensees could face a large number of trading
requests in the first couple of months after the introduction of S&P. In general we
think that S&P licensees should still be able to meet the 20 Business Day limit.
However, if a licensee has received a particularly large number of requests to
process simultaneously, we may (during this initial period) take this into account if
the 20 Business Day limit is exceeded.

13

In accordance with paragraph 11(ii) of Schedule A of Special Condition AA, the licensee
must publish on its website a list of the information needed from an Eligible Supplier in order
to process a request for a trading agreement.
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Offering trading agreements
2.10. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 4:
The written response must include:
i.

an offer to enter into a Trading Agreement which shall include all the
terms and conditions of such agreement; or

ii.

an explanation of the reasons why the licensee has determined that it
is unable to offer a Trading Agreement to the Eligible Supplier.

2.11. Genuine reasons for being unable to trade with a counterparty may include
the counterparty failing compliance checks. When fulfilling the requirement set out in
paragraph 4(ii) we expect licensees to have due regard to other regulations that they
are subject to.
Subsequent negotiations
2.12. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 5:
The licensee shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that any subsequent
negotiations on the Trading Agreement with the Eligible Supplier proceed in a
timely manner. Where the licensee and the Eligible Supplier fail to reach an
agreement within 40 Business Days from the date of the licensee's written
response, the licensee shall, within 5 Business Days after that, write to the
Eligible Supplier summarising any unresolved or disputed matters and offering
a meeting within 20 Business Days from the date of writing.
2.13. The meeting offered may be face-to-face or a conference call, at the discretion
of the licensee.
2.14. When summarising any unresolved or disputed matters, the licensee may
choose to do this through provision of a marked-up copy of a trading agreement.
End of negotiations
2.15. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 6:
The licensee must continue to negotiate with the Eligible Supplier until the
Eligible Supplier and the licensee agree that negotiations should no longer
continue.
2.16. For the avoidance of doubt, there is no requirement to agree in writing that
negotiations should no longer continue.
16
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Request to trade
2.17. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 13:
The licensee's quote shall stipulate the period within which it may be
accepted, which shall be a reasonable period based on the licensee's view of
prevailing market conditions.
2.18. For guidance, we consider around three hours to be a reasonable period within
which a quote may be accepted. However, we expect S&P licensees to negotiate this
with their counterparty. We also draw attention to the requirement that the period
should be based on prevailing market conditions. As such the period may vary
according to prevailing market conditions. If we have evidence that this rule is being
abused then we will review it, with a view to making it more prescriptive.

Credit terms and collateral arrangements
2.19. This requirement is intended to deliver improvements to fairness of the
process that licensees follow when determining the credit and collateral
arrangements of an Eligible Supplier. Improving the fairness of the process should
improve the fairness of the outcome, resulting in credit and collateral arrangements
that are a reasonable reflection of the risk of trading with the counterparty.
Proper assessment
2.20. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 9:
The credit terms and collateral arrangements offered by the licensee must be
a reasonable reflection of the risks of trading with the Eligible Supplier. For
this purpose, the licensee must:
i.

assess the credit worthiness of the Eligible Supplier by reference to a
range of relevant information, including information submitted by the
Eligible Supplier;

ii.

follow an established process for assessing credit worthiness;

iii.

consider, and where appropriate, discuss a range of credit options with the
Eligible Supplier; and

iv.

ensure that the credit terms and collateral arrangements offered reflect
the outcome of the assessment, consideration and discussion under
paragraphs i. to iii.

17
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2.21. To comply with 9(i) and 9(ii) the licensee must have a process in place for
assessing the individual circumstances of the counterparty. The assessment must
consider a range of quantitative and qualitative factors. Table 1 provides a nonexhaustive list of the type of factors we would expect to be taken into account when
assessing the individual circumstances of the counterparty:
Table 1 – Quantitative and qualitative assessment factors
Quantitative Factors
Financial accounts
Interim financial statements
Profit and loss factors (eg sales,
operating profit, financial expenses,
net profit)
Balance sheet factors (eg total assets,
working capital, gross debt, net debt,
tangible net worth)
External, independent credit ratings /
scores
Share price performance

Qualitative Factors
Market position
Management experience
Credit support offered
Payment record

2.22. For the avoidance of any doubt, this list is provided as an example of what we
mean by ‘a range of quantitative and qualitative factors’. It should not be interpreted
as a list of factors that must be considered in order to be compliant with the rule, nor
should it be assumed that if all of the factors in the table are considered the licensee
is compliant with all aspects of the credit rule.
2.23. We will monitor, via checking information provided on S&P licensees’ websites
and details provided on Credit Transparency Forms, whether the factors licensees are
considering in their assessments of counterparties are relevant.
2.24. To comply with 9(iii), the licensee should consider and, where appropriate,
discuss with the counterparty a range of credit support options. Table 2, below,
provides a non-exhaustive list of the type of credit support options the licensee may
consider:
Table 2: Credit support options
Parent company guarantee
Letter of credit
Bank guarantee
Advance payment

Increased payment frequency
Margin agreement (including full margin
agreement)
Allow collateral to be used in settlement

2.25. For the avoidance of any doubt, this list is provided as an example of what we
mean by ‘consider a range of credit options’. It should not be interpreted as a list of
factors that must be considered in order to be compliant with the rule, nor should it
be assumed that if all of the factors in the table are considered the licensee is
compliant with all aspects of the credit rule.

18
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2.26. To comply with 9(iv), the credit terms offered to the counterparty must be
derived from the result of the credit assessment. The licensee should be able to
demonstrate to Ofgem, if requested, a clear methodology for doing this.
Clear communication
2.27. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 10:
The licensee must complete and submit to the Eligible Supplier with its offer
under paragraph 4(i) a Credit Transparency Form setting out the basis for its
credit decision.
2.28. A template for the Credit Transparency Form (CTF) can be found in Appendix
1. The licensee must complete, share, and be willing to discuss the CTF with the
counterparty. This will include a high-level rationale for the credit terms offered and
highlight any changes the Eligible Supplier could make to its request that may
improve the credit and collateral terms offered. For example:
Provision of further information on their balance sheet
Alternative payment approaches (eg upfront payment)
Alternative methods of posting credit (eg bank guarantees)
2.29. For the avoidance of any doubt, we do not expect S&P licensees to provide
financial advice to Eligible Suppliers. When fulfilling this requirement we expect
licensees to have due regard to other regulations that they are subject to.
2.30. We acknowledge that credit assessments are ongoing and may change from
time to time. Any review of the credit and collateral arrangements for an Eligible
Supplier should follow the requirement set out in paragraphs 9 and 10.
Enforcement of the credit rule
2.31. When determining whether a breach of the credit rule has occurred, we will be
interested in the process that S&P licensees have followed when reaching their
decision, rather than the decision itself. To be compliant, the license must be able to
demonstrate that:
They have followed a process for individually assessing the
creditworthiness of the Eligible Supplier, considering a range of relevant
information.
The terms offered are clearly linked to the assessment carried out. This
will include, if requested, sharing their methodology for this with Ofgem.
They have clearly communicated with the eligible supplier, including
completing, sharing and discussing the Credit Transparency Form.
19
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Our role
2.32. Our role will be in ensuring compliance with the credit rule and where
appropriate taking enforcement action. In assessing compliance we will be concerned
with (among other things) the process through which the outcome was derived and
how it was communicated to the Eligible Supplier. We will not act as a mediator
between parties or a forum for disputes.
2.33. Given this, S&P licensees and their counterparties should discuss and
negotiate these credit terms with a view to reaching a mutually satisfactory
commercial agreement. For example, this may include third party mediation, or the
S&P licensee conducting an independent internal review of the terms offered. If a
complaint is raised with us parties should keep in mind the limits of our role (see
paragraph 1.27 above).

Named contact
2.34. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 11:
The licensee shall provide on its website:
i.

a named contact or contacts for the purposes of making a Request for a
Trading Agreement

2.35. Any contact e-mail address provided may be a generic address for the
purpose of meeting the SMA rules; however the licensee must still provide the name
of at least one member of staff to whom the licensee can direct any queries.

Request to trade in Products
2.36. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 12:
Subject to paragraph 15, where a Trading Agreement is in force between a
licensee and an Eligible Supplier, the licensee must provide a quote in
response to a qualifying request to trade:
2.37. To clarify, the requirement to provide a quote does not apply if the Eligible
Supplier is in breach of its Trading Agreement with the licensee. In this situation, the
licensee should ensure that the Eligible Supplier is aware of the reason why a quote
has not been provided.
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Trade size
2.38. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 12:
A qualifying request to trade is a request from an Eligible Supplier to buy or
sell any Product in a volume of 0.5 MW or any integral multiple thereof not
exceeding 10 MW.
2.39. The licensee is only required to trade clip sizes in increments of 0.5MW
between 0.5MW and 10MW. The licensee if free to trade in smaller clip sizes or
increments if it chooses, however it will not be obligated to do so. For example, a
licensee is free to trade a clip size of 0.2MW or 6.7MW if it chooses, but would not be
obligated to.
2.40. For the avoidance of any doubt, “trade” includes both buying and selling the
Products listed in Schedule A.

Product Range
2.41. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 17(3):
“Products” means the products in the table below (where product means a
traded electricity product for delivery in Great Britain, including a product
settled financially), and "Product" means any of such Products:
Baseload

Peak

Week+1
Month +1
Month +2
Quarter +1
Season +1
Season +2
Season +3
Season +4
Week+1
Month +1
Month +2
Quarter +1
Season +1
Season +2
Season +3

In the table above, Peak, Baseload, Week, Month, Quarter and Season have
their generally accepted meanings as applicable in the market at the relevant
time.
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2.42. For the avoidance of any doubt:
“Week+1” refers to the weekly product for delivery starting the week
following the current week. So if the request to trade occurs in Week 39,
the licensee must be willing to trade Week 40 if requested by an eligible
company.
“Month+1” is the month following the current month. So if the request to
trade occurs in April, the licensee must be willing to trade May.
“Month+2” is the month starting two months following the current
month. So if the request to trade occurs in April, the licensee must be
willing to trade June.
“Quarter+1” is the quarter following the current quarter. So if the
request to trade occurs in quarter one, the licensee must be willing to
trade quarter two.
“Season+1” is the season starting the current season. So if the request
to trade occurs in Summer 14, the licensee must be willing to trade
Winter 14.
“Season+2” is the season starting two seasons following the current
season. So if the request to trade occurs in Summer 14, the licensee
must be willing to trade Summer 15.
“Season+3” is the season starting three seasons following the current
season. So if the request to trade occurs in Summer 14, the licensee
must be willing to trade Winter 15.
“Season+4” is the season starting four seasons following the current
season. So if the request to trade occurs in Summer 14, the licensee
must be willing to trade Summer 16.
2.43. The licensee will be expected to trade products according to the trading
calendar prevailing in the market (eg either EFA calendar or Gregorian calendar
products).

Annual volume limit
2.44. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 15:
If at any time the volume of the transactions in respect of Products (in
aggregate, and counting transactions both to buy and to sell) entered into in
a Trading Year, between (i) the licensee and its affiliates and (ii) an Eligible
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Supplier and its affiliates, exceeds 0.5 TWh, the licensee shall not be required
to enter into further transactions in that Trading Year with that Eligible
Supplier.
2.45. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 17(5):
“Trading Year” in relation to an Eligible Supplier means a period of 12
months beginning on the date with effect from which such Eligible Supplier is
included in the list referred to in paragraph 17(2).
2.46. The annual period will be calculated on a calendar (not rolling) basis. For each
Eligible Supplier, this annual period will begin on the date that the Eligible Supplier
was added to the list of Eligible Suppliers.
2.47. For the avoidance of doubt, the 0.5TWh limit applies on a group basis in
relation to both the licensee and the Eligible Supplier.
2.48. The 0.5TWh limit should be calculated on a gross basis; it is the total
cumulative volume of trades between the licensee and the Eligible Supplier. (If the
Eligible Supplier sells some electricity to the licensee, this does not cancel out any
previous purchases for the purpose of this calculation).
2.49. The 0.5TWh limit is solely for the purpose of administering the SMA rules; it
should not be interpreted as a rule preventing a licensee from trading more than
0.5TWh with an Eligible Supplier.

Pricing
2.50. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule A, paragraph 16:
The licensee's quote must be as good as the best price that is available to the
licensee in the market for the relevant Product at the relevant time; provided
that the quote may include (but where included, must itemise separately):
a. an objectively justifiable risk premium to reflect the risk to the licensee of
trading in volumes smaller than those available to the licensee in the
wholesale electricity market; and
b. at cost any wholesale market trading fees incurred by the licensee in
trading the relevant product.
The licensee may not include any administrative charge or any other internal
costs incurred as a result of trading with the Eligible Supplier.
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2.51. For the avoidance of any doubt:
The licensee will not be expected to price on more attractive terms than
the relevant market price (eg the market offer price when the Eligible
Supplier requests a quote to buy);
The licensee will not be expected to quote the market price if it is not
available to them (eg because they do not have a GTMA in place with the
counterparty posting that price). Instead they should offer the best price
that they are able to trade.
2.52. We accept that there is some risk incurred by trading small clip sizes which
cannot immediately be backed out in the market. As long as it can be objectively
justified (and itemised), a premium may be added to the price quoted to reflect this
risk. If no demonstrable risk exists, then no risk premium can be charged. We do not
expect these risk premiums to be excessive or to vary greatly between S&P
licensees. If we feel that this rule is being abused we will review it and may seek to
make it more prescriptive or remove it.
2.53. To be clear, the licensee is permitted to pass on the wholesale market trading
fees incurred in executing the trade – it is not permitted to pass on a portion of any
fixed fees it occurs from being a member of the platform that the trade is conducted
on. The wholesale market trading fees incurred in executing the trade should be
passed on at cost, on a pro-rata per MWh basis.
2.54. The requirement to itemise any risk premium or wholesale market trading fees
may be met through itemisation at the point of quotation, provided that this is clear
to the Eligible Supplier.
2.55. The licensee may not add any administration or service charge, or any other
internal cost (eg staff cost) incurred when trading with the Eligible Supplier.
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3. Market Making obligation
Chapter Summary
We set out guidance on the Market Making obligation set out in Schedule B of Special
Condition AA.

Introduction
3.1. This chapter relates to Schedule B of Special Condition AA. Except where
stated, all references are to this Schedule.

Nominee to discharge requirements
3.2.

As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 4(a):
Subject to paragraph 4(b), the licensee may nominate a Nominee in relation
to any period (comprising a whole number of months) and any Product(s), in
which case the licensee shall be treated as satisfying such requirements if the
requirements are satisfied by the Nominee but not otherwise.

3.3. If a licensee nominates a third party, the ultimate responsibility for meeting
the obligation remains with the licensee. Failure by the third party to comply with
any aspect of the obligation will be treated as a licence breach by the licensee in the
normal way.

Qualifying platforms
3.4.

As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 5:
In relation to the licensee, a qualifying platform is a trading platform in
relation to which the following conditions are satisfied at all relevant times:
(a)

one or more of the Products may be bought and sold on the platform;

(b)

the platform must be operationally independent from the licensee;

(c)

the licensee (or its Nominee if nominated) must at all times have
arrangements in place to trade the relevant Product(s) on the platform
with at least 5 other persons who are not affiliates of the licensee (nor
of the Nominee, if nominated);

(d)

the licensee must have a reasonable expectation that the relevant
Product(s) will be traded on the platform; and
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(e)

the operator of the platform must provide trading data relating to the
licensee (or Nominee) to the Authority when requested for the purpose
of monitoring the licensee's compliance with this Schedule B.

3.5. In general, we want to leave licensees flexibility about where to market make,
so as to avoid distorting the market for trading platforms. However, we have
included a platform rule to prevent licensees from market making on platforms which
(due to their location, rules, fees or any other factors) are likely to severely hinder
access to the market making activity, and hence to significantly reduce the
effectiveness of the intervention.
3.6. Our policy intention is that independent generators and suppliers should be
able to access products offered by market makers. We expect licensees to market
make on platforms which are accessible. If we see licensees choosing platforms with
very limited accessibility we will consider changes to the licence condition to
introduce more prescriptive rules about where the licensees can carry out their
market making activity. We believe such an approach would be undesirable. We
therefore urge licensees to market make on platforms that are consistent with
Ofgem’s objectives for the liquidity project.
3.7. When deciding whether a platform meets the ‘reasonable expectation’ test
(paragraph 5(d)), we may refer to:
The number of firms who have made the necessary arrangements to trade on
that platform
The volume of trading in the products on the platform
For a new entrant platform, the time since entry, and trends in membership
and volumes
Any other factor which the Authority may consider is relevant to take into
account in the achievement of the objective of this condition
3.8. For the requirement on a platform operator to provide trading data to the
Authority (paragraph 5(e)), we will allow a reasonable amount of time for the
provision of such data, which shall be no less than one week.
3.9. For the avoidance of doubt, the eligibility of a platform does not depend on its
classification under European financial legislation.
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Availability of prices
Posting prices
3.10. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 6(a):
Bids and offers for each Product must be posted on a qualifying platform at all
times (subject to paragraph (b)) in the periods of 60 minutes (each a "trading
window") starting respectively at 10.30 hours and 15.30 hours every Business
Day.
3.11. In assessing compliance with this requirement, we may consider any specific
technical limitations of the qualifying trading platform brought to our attention by the
licensee on a case by case basis. We would expect such cases to involve either
extremely minor deviations from the requirements set out above (such as time lags
of a couple of seconds when refreshing prices), or a temporary unavailability (eg
because of an IT failure) which we would expect to arise on an exceptional basis
only.
Reloading period
3.12. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 6(b):
Where a bid or offer posted by the licensee for a particular Product is
accepted, the licensee must post a new bid and offer for the Product within
five minutes after the acceptance of the first bid or offer.
3.13. The five minute reloading period runs from the point at which the first bid or
offer is accepted (removed from the screen). It is an upper limit on the time that the
licensee is excused from its usual obligation to post prices.

Suspension of obligation
3.14. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 7:
(a)

If, at any time in a trading window, a Product has been traded (on any
qualifying platform) at a price which is more than 1.04 or less than
0.96 times the price at which the Product was first so traded within
that trading window, the licensee may decide to cease posting bids and
offers for that Product (as required by this Schedule B) for the
remainder of that trading window. Such trades may have been made
by the same or different persons and on the same or different
qualifying platforms.
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(b)

(c)

Where the licensee decides to cease posting bids and offers for a
Product (as required by this Schedule B) in a trading window under
paragraph 7(a), it must:
(i)

record such decision at the time it is taken, together with
details of the trades referred to in that paragraph; and

(ii)

report the time and date at which it ceased to post bids and
offers for such Product (as required by this Schedule B) in its
quarterly report to the Authority.

The licensee's duty to post bids and offers for the relevant Product (as
required by this Schedule B) resumes at the next trading window.

3.15. The fast market rule is intended to provide protection for licensees against
extreme volatility. As with commercial fast market clauses, it is intended to be used
sparingly.
3.16. For the avoidance of doubt, Ofgem would not be applying discretion about
when a fast market is called, and would not be notifying licensees about when a fast
market is in operation.
3.17. Under paragraph 7(b) we would expect the licensee to report the price of the
first trade it observes and the trade it observes triggering the fast market, the
approximate time of these trades, and the platform on which each of these trades
occurred. For the avoidance of doubt, the licensee would not be expected to report
any other trades to meet this requirement.
3.18. We are aware that a licensee may not have access to prices from every
qualifying platform (eg if it is not a member), and that it may not actively monitor all
the prices to which it has access. We therefore accept that licensees may end up with
slightly different calculations of when a fast market is triggered.

Trade volumes
3.19. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 9:
The volumes of each Product for which bid and offer prices must be posted
are:
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subject to paragraph (b), 5MW and 10MW;

(b)

if the licensee has nominated as Nominee a person who or whose
affiliate is itself a Relevant Licensee or is appointed as Nominee by
another Relevant Licensee, 5MW, 10MW, 15MW and 20MW.
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3.20. For the avoidance of doubt, we do not have a particular view on how this
requirement needs to be met from a technical perspective. As long as it is possible to
trade in the volumes stated in paragraph 9(a), then it is a matter for S&P licensees
and/or platform providers to decide how to implement this technically.

Volume cap
3.21. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 10:
(a)

If at any time in a trading window the difference between the
licensee's traded bid volume and traded offer volume in respect of a
Product equals or exceeds 30MW, the licensee may decide to cease
posting bids and offers for that Product (as required by this Schedule
B) for the remainder of that trading window.

(b)

For the purposes of paragraph (a):
(i)

the traded bid volume and traded offer volume in a trading
window are the total volumes of a Product for which the
licensee's offers respectively to buy and to sell, on any one or
more qualifying platforms, have been accepted in the trading
window;

(ii)

where the volume for which an offer to buy or sell is accepted
exceeds the maximum required volume under paragraph 9, the
volume in excess of such maximum will not be counted towards
the total traded bid volume or traded offer volume.

3.22. The licensee will be required to report on the windows and products for which
volume caps have been applied in its quarterly report to Ofgem.
3.23. For the avoidance of doubt, once the licensee has developed a 30MW net
position in a product, it is entitled to withdraw for the rest of the trading window.
This applies even if the licensee subsequently carries out a trade which reduces its
net position in that product below 30MW.
3.24. For the avoidance of doubt, the licensee’s obligation will resume in full at the
start of the next window.

European financial regulation
3.25. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 11:
Where the licensee considers that any amendment or replacement of MiFID
or EMIR may materially and adversely affect the ability of the licensee to
comply with this Schedule B, the licensee may submit to the Authority a
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request (which for the avoidance of doubt shall not bind the Authority) to
undertake a review of the provisions of Schedule B.
3.26. For the avoidance of doubt, we will consider each request received; there is no
requirement for us to receive multiple requests before considering whether a review
is appropriate.

Definitions
Products
3.27. As set out in Special Condition AA, Schedule B, paragraph 12:
“Products” means the products in the table below (where product means a
traded electricity product for delivery in Great Britain, including a product
settled financially), and "Product" means any of such Products:
Baseload

Peak

Month +1
Month +2
Quarter +1
Season +1
Season +2
Season +3
Season +4
Month +1
Month +2
Quarter +1
Season +1
Season +2
Season +3

3.28. For the products included in this Schedule, the same definitions apply as set
out in chapter two.
3.29. The licensee will be expected to trade products according to the trading
calendar prevailing in the market for that product. (Either the EFA calendar or the
Gregorian calendar).
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4. Reporting requirements
Chapter Summary
We set out guidance on the reporting requirements set out in Schedule C of Special
Condition AA.
4.1. This chapter relates to Schedule C of the Secure and Promote licence
condition. Except where stated, all references are to this Schedule.

Reporting on compliance with Schedule A
4.2. In order to demonstrate compliance with Schedule A, the licensee will have to
submit to Ofgem a quarterly report providing details on their Supplier Market Access
activity. A template of the format of this report can be found at Appendix 2.
4.3. The information the S&P licensee must provide is set out in the table in
Schedule C. If they wish to submit additional information to demonstrate their efforts
in complying with Schedule A then they are free to do so in an annex to the quarterly
report.
4.4. As stated in Special Condition AA, Schedule C, S&P licensees will be required
to submit a statement either:
1. confirming that the licensee has complied with all the requirements in
Schedule A; or
2. if the licensee has not complied, giving details of such failure to comply.
4.5. We will on occasion conduct checks to verify this statement. It is the licensee’s
responsibility to ensure that it has evidence it can provide upon request to
demonstrate how it has complied with these rules or, in cases where it has not been
able to do so, that illustrates any factors it proposes to cite in mitigation. This
evidence should be kept for three years from the date of submitting the quarterly
report.
4.6.

As stated in Special Condition AA, Schedule C, the statement must be:
approved by a Director of the licensee

4.7. For the avoidance of doubt, a Director must approve the statement as set out
in the licence condition even where he or she delegates responsibility for signing the
statement. In cases where the statement is not signed by the relevant Director, it is
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recommended that the licensee retains a written record of the relevant Director’s
approval for future references.
4.8. Credit Transparency Forms do not need to be submitted along with quarterly
reports, however should also be kept for three years from the date of submitting the
quarterly report and provided to us upon request. A template for the Credit
Transparency Form is in Appendix 1.

Reporting on compliance with Schedule B
4.9. In order to demonstrate compliance with Schedule B, the licensee or their
nominated third party will have to submit to Ofgem a quarterly report providing
details on their market making activity. A template of the format of this report can
be found at Appendix 3.
4.10. The information the S&P licensee must provide is set out in the table in
Schedule C. If they wish to submit additional information to demonstrate their efforts
in complying with Schedule B then they are free to do so in an annex to the quarterly
report.
4.11. As stated in Special Condition AA, Schedule C, S&P licensees will be required
to submit a statement:
1. confirming that the licensee complied with all the requirements of
Schedule B; or
2. if the licensee has not complied, giving details of such failure to comply.
4.12. We will on occasion conduct checks to verify this statement. It is the licensee’s
responsibility to ensure that it has evidence it can provide upon request to
demonstrate how it has complied with these rules or, in cases where it has not been
able to do so, that illustrates any factors it proposes to cite in mitigation. Evidence to
demonstrate compliance should include:
Time-stamped bid and offer data;
Time-stamped trade data (indicating whether a trade was a buy or sell);
and
The platform(s) that market making was conducted on during the
window in question
4.13. This evidence should be kept for three years from the date of submitting the
quarterly report.
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4.14. As stated in Special Condition AA, Schedule C, the statement must be:
approved by a Director of the licensee
4.15. For the avoidance of doubt, a Director must approve the statement as set out
in the licence condition even where he or she delegates responsibility for signing the
statement. In cases where the statement is not signed by the relevant Director, it is
recommended that the licensee retains a written record of the relevant Director’s
approval for future references.
4.16. We may verify information provided by licensees against information provided
by platforms. A platform is only eligible as a platform for meeting the market making
obligation if it provides such information when requested by Ofgem.

Reporting on compliance: the near-term market
4.17. To assist with existing monitoring of near-term markets all S&P licensees will
have to provide us with a quarterly report detailing the volumes bought and sold
through day-ahead auctions in each month of the quarter.14 A template for the
format of this report can be found at Appendix 4.
4.18. The S&P licensee must submit the information set out in the table in Schedule
C. If they wish to submit additional information to demonstrate their efforts in
supporting the effective functioning of near-term markets then they are free to do so
in an annex to the report.

14

For the avoidance of doubt, this refers to day-ahead products for physical delivery in GB.
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5. Becoming an ‘Eligible Supplier’ for the
Supplier Market Access rules
Chapter Summary
We set out the process for applying to be an Eligible Supplier and how we will deal
with applications.

Rationale for our approach
5.1. In order to ease compliance with the SMA rules for the licensees, we want to
maximise the clarity over which firms are eligible for treatment under the rules. We
consider this is best achieved by establishing a simple administrative process
whereby we will make available a list of parties eligible for treatment under the rules.
This will provide an easy one-stop reference for licensees when determining if a
counterparty is an Eligible Supplier. At the same time we want the process to be
quick and simple for small suppliers seeking to become Eligible Suppliers under the
SMA rules.
5.2. We will publish, and regularly update, the list of Eligible Suppliers on our
website. This will be available from late March 2014 onwards at the following page:
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/wholesale-powermarket-liquidity-decision-letter

Process for becoming an ‘Eligible Supplier’
Criteria
5.3. As set out in our June 2013 consultation, a supplier is an ‘Eligible Supplier’ for
treatment under the SMA rules if they meet the following criteria:
They hold a valid GB electricity supply licence;
They and their affiliates have supplied less than 5TWh in the 12 months
ending the month before the last full calendar month15 (calculated on a
group basis); and

15

So if an application is made on 14 May 2014, the relevant period will be 1 April 2013 to 31
March 2014.
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They and their affiliates have generated less than 1TWh in the 12 months
ending the month before the last full calendar month (calculated on a
group basis).
5.4. We will consider applications from any suppliers who meet these criteria.
However, in exceptional circumstance we retain the right to refuse applications from
firms – or to remove firms from the list – even if they meet the criteria. Situations in
which we might refuse a firm’s admission to the list (or remove a firm from the list)
that otherwise meets the criteria include:
Firms who have previously been Eligible Suppliers but have engaged in
behaviour outside the spirit of the SMA rules – for example, through
vexatious behaviour in negotiations with S&P licensees.
Firms where we believe the true nature of the business is not within the
intended scope of the SMA rules. For example, if a large financial firm
holding a supply licence sought treatment under the rules.
5.5. We are keen that the SMA rules are effective in supporting the participation of
smaller players in the market and facilitating competition, so we would only expect
to exercise this right to refuse admission to the list in rare circumstances.
Process for admission to the list of Eligible Suppliers
5.6. In order to become an Eligible Supplier, firms should write a letter 16 to Ofgem
stating:
That they wish to become an Eligible Supplier for the purposes of the SMA
rules
That they hold a valid current GB electricity supply licence
Their total supply volumes for the 12 months ending the month before the
last complete calendar month (calculated on a group basis)
Their total generation volumes for the 12 months ending the month before
the last complete calendar month (calculated on a group basis)
The names of any affiliates who hold generation or supply licences
5.7. This letter should be signed by a director of the firm. We will check the
information provided against sources of data we hold internally. Provided there are
no significant differences with the statements made in the letter, the supplier will be
added to the list of Eligible Suppliers, published on the Ofgem website. We will write

16

Letters may be submitted electronically to wholesalemarketoperation@ofgem.gov.uk.
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to the Eligible Supplier formally notifying them of their eligibility and noting the date
on which their eligibility will expire (see below).
Timetable for processing requests
5.8. We want to give applicant firms certainty over their status as quickly as
possible. We aim to process all applications to become an Eligible Supplier, and
update the list, within one calendar month.
Expiration of Eligible Supplier status
5.9. Once added to the list of Eligible Suppliers, firms will remain on it for one
year. For example, if a firm becomes an eligible supplier on 14 May 2014, they will
remain an Eligible Supplier up to and including the 13 May 2015. Their eligibility will
expire at 5pm on 13 May 2015. In order to remain an Eligible Supplier, firms must
repeat the process set out above.
5.10. It is the responsibility of the Eligible Supplier to ensure that it reapplies in
time to remain on the list.
5.11. A firm will remain an Eligible Supplier even if, following admission to the list of
Eligible Suppliers, in a subsequent month they would fail to meet the criteria set out
above17. We will not undertake reassessments of eligibility between applications to
be added to the list of Eligible Suppliers.
5.12. For the avoidance of doubt, if a firm ceases to be an Eligible Supplier during
negotiations, the requirements under Schedule A no longer apply when dealing with
that firm.

17

Except in cases where they have been removed from the list for vexatious behaviour. In
these cases, the supplier will cease to be an Eligible Supplier immediately.
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Appendix 1 – Credit Transparency Form
Credit Transparency Form
Company details
Date
Contractual counterparty
Credit support provider
Agreement under
negotiation

eg GTMA

Information requested (as published on website)
Information requested
Received

Credit review: factors taken into account
Quantitative factors

Credit review: outcome
Unsecured limit offered
Value of unsecured limit
Credit support received
Other relevant information
Actions that could improve
/ diminish terms

38

Notes

Qualitative factors

Yes / No

For example: alternative method of credit support,
management stability
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Appendix 2 – Reporting Template:
Supplier Market Access rules
Compliance Report Template: Supplier Market Access
Reporting period:
Information on activity with Eligible Suppliers
Link to where Eligible Suppliers can find contact details and information needed when
submitting a trading request:
I confirm that the information obtained at the above link is accurate and up-to-date.
Trading agreements in
place
Enter names of
counterparties

Trading agreements
signed this quarter
Enter names of
counterparties

Trading agreements
under negotiation
Enter names of
counterparties

Abandoned negotiations / unable to offer agreement
Enter names of
Enter reasons for abandonment / being unable to offer
counterparties
an agreement

Trading activity:
Names of Eligible Suppliers traded with this quarter

Product
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL

W+1
M+1
M+2
Q+1
S+1
S+2
S+3
S+4

Gross
volume
(MWh)

Number of
trades

Product
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK

Gross
volume
(MWh)

Number of
trades

W+1
M+1
M+2
Q+1
S+1
S+2
S+3
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Confirmation of compliance with SMA rules
I confirm that [LICENSEE NAME] has complied with all aspects of Schedule A of the
Secure and Promote licence condition this quarter, or that attached to this report are
details of any failure to comply
I understand that Ofgem may carry out checks to confirm compliance with Schedule
A, or investigate any occasion where [LICENSEE NAME] has failed to comply, and
agree to provide evidence to demonstrate this within five working days of the
request.
Signed:
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Date:

Liquidity in the Wholesale Electricity Market (Special Condition AA of the
electricity generation licence): Guidance

Appendix 3 – Reporting Template: Market
Making obligation
Compliance Report Template: Market Making
Reporting period:
Details of nominee (if used)
Name of nominee
Number of market
participants nominee is
set up to trade with
Platforms used this quarter
Platform name

Withdrawal from market making activities this quarter
Date

Window

Reason (evidence should also be submitted)
Eg volume cap or fast market

Trading activities as a market maker this quarter
Product
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL

M+1
M+2
Q+1
S+1
S+2
S+3
S+4

Gross
volume
(MWh)

Number of
trades

Product
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK

Gross
volume
(MWh)

Number of
trades

M+1
M+2
Q+1
S+1
S+2
S+3
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Confirmation of compliance with Market Making rules
I confirm that [LICENSEE NAME] has complied with all aspects of Schedule B of the
Secure and Promote licence condition this quarter, or that attached to this report are
details of any failure to comply.
I understand that Ofgem may carry out checks to confirm compliance with Schedule
B, or investigate any occasion where [LICENSEE NAME] has failed to comply, and
agree to provide evidence to demonstrate this within five working days of the
request.
Signed:
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Date:

Liquidity in the Wholesale Electricity Market (Special Condition AA of the
electricity generation licence): Guidance

Appendix 4 – Reporting Template: Nearterm market
Report Template: Near term-market
Reporting period:
Gross volume bought and sold through day-ahead auctions each month
Month

Signed:

Volume (MWh)

Date:
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